Wipro Digital
Who are we:
Wipro Digital collaborates with clients to deliver customer-centered digital
transformation. We are an innovation-led partner combining strategy,
design and technology to engineer extraordinary experiences for brands,
businesses and their customers.
Working at the intersection of strategy, design and technology, we derive
insight, shape interaction, drive integration and unlock innovation for our
clients. Drawing on 150,000 associates across Wipro, Wipro Digital delivers
extraordinary experiences for global brands, businesses and their customers
at scale. With merger with DesignIt, a leading design strategy firm, Wipro
Digital now has a team of 350+ design professionals working in 10+ design
offices around the world.
Our multi-disciplinary, purpose-built team includes experts in digital and
marketing strategy, service design, user interaction, technology and agile
development and more. We come from industry, consultancies, digital
agencies, ad agencies, creative agencies, startups, technology and
development firms. Our extensive experience solving complex business,
marketing, and technology problems in industries including finance,
manufacturing, media and telecommunications, retail, consumer goods,
transportation, government, health and life sciences, and energy brings
unrivaled capability, scale, agility and acceleration to client engagements.

UX Engineer
Wipro Digital is seeking a UX Engineer who can prototype service and
product designs with modern open-source front-end technologies in
collaboration with Wipro Digital’s designers and developers. This person
will be an integral part of digital design ideation, and will leverage his/her
technical skills to translate concepts into real frontends the users can touch
and feel. The UX Engineer will push the boundaries of design and
technology to create interactions, animations, and flows that will empower
the end user in novel ways and help redefine what’s possible in User
Interface design.
The best candidate for this role will:

 Have minimum 2 years of relevant development experience
 Have excellent team/collaboration and written and verbal
communication skills; attention to detail, follow-through, and
zero-error attitude
 Care deeply about the user experience and have an eye for aesthetics
 Advise and collaborate with UX designers and researchers to iterate
on prototypes
 Organize work requests on multiple projects and deliver on tight
timelines efficiently
 Consult with engineering with post-prototype final implementation
 Create prototypes in HTML5/CSS3/JavaScript, bootstrap,
angular/jQuery/Closure etc.; databases to store prototype variables and
user inputs
 Have an expedient workflow process to create code for display on
multiple devices and form factors including mobile, tablet,
ultraportable laptops, retina screens, and more
 Have experience with vector and motion graphics including SVG,
HTML5 Canvas, and JavaScript/CSS animations
 Have fluency in one or more of: Python/PHP/Ruby,
Flash/ActionScript, Objective-C or Java
 Have experience with rapid prototyping, with an emphasis on usability
and interaction design
 Take pride in creating pixel-perfect interactive, fluid designs with
throwaway code that is easily iterated
Understand that the job is not about writing perfect code but to help the team
bring alive and test the perfect interaction for the context using technology
ingeniously

